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***  Finally Games, TV, Music and Education can be purchased with Bitcoin in 

Turkey ***  

Cryptorefills brings Steam, Google Play, iTunes, PubG, Gameforge, Blu TV and hundreds of other products 

available to Turkish users making purchases with bitcoin or other cryptocurrencies 

 

Tags: #Bitcoin #Dash #Blockchain #Blockchaineconomy #Fintech #Turkey #Istanbul @CryptoRefills 

 

Istanbul, February 20th 2020, in occasion of the Blockchain Economy event in Istanbul, Cryptorefills announces its new 

catalogue for the Turkish Market. As of today, 50 new brands and a localized website and app are available to Turkish 

users wishing to pay for digital goods, gift cards, vouchers, e-pins and mobile top ups and data bundles with Bitcoin or 

other cryptocurrencies.  

Cryptorefills is a website and Android app offering users in over 150 countries the possibility to use their bitcoin and 

crypto to make everyday purchases. Turkish users are among the top adopters of cryptocurrency in the world, positioning 

this country as a hotspot in the blockchain sector and a key market for Cryptorefills. 

Users in Turkey can now enjoy an entire new catalogue of over 50 brands and products that can be purchased with Bitcoin, 

Litecoin and Dash. The new Turkish catalogue includes game platform credits (Steam, Xbox, PlayStation), E-pins (League 

of Legends, Pubg, Metin2, Ogame), App Store & Social Network credits (Google Play, iTunes), music and video streaming 

subscriptions (Netflix), E-learning services (Busuu) as well as mobile airtime and data from all mobile operators. Users will 

also be able to benefit from a new interface and support in Turkish. 

Cryptorefills is exhibiting the Blockchain Economy event in Istanbul on February 20th – 21st. For media or business 

enquiries, or to schedule a meeting, please contact us at https://www.cryptorefills.com/contact-us  

 

About Cryptorefills ( www.cryptorefills.com )  

Cryptorefills is a website and Android app offering users in over 150 countries the possibility to use their bitcoin and crypto to make 

everyday purchases. With Cryptorefills, users spend different cryptocurrencies to top up their phone credit across 600 Mobile 

Operators, subscribe to their favorite entertainment services (Spotify, Google Play, iTunes), purchase from top e-commerce brands 

(Amazon, Zalando) and even buy airline tickets and hotel stays (Hotels.com, Flightcard), satellite TV services (Sky). Cryptorefills is on a 

mission to enable people all over the world to spend bitcoin and cryptocurrency for their everyday needs. Cryptorefills is a fast-growing 

fintech company, headquartered in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/cryptorefills 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/CryptoRefills 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/cryptorefills/  
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